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4 Reading  through Henry  Miller’s  early  draft  of  Tropic  of  Capricorn (1939),  held  at  the
Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, the reader quickly realizes
that Miller made a pretty wise decision to scrap his first draft of the book and continue
anew in a completely different vein. Such decisions to disregard rough drafts must be
painful for an author, nevertheless Miller, in following his authorial instinct, is not alone.
Indeed, the first thing we learn in John Burnside’s preface to On Henry Miller is that he,
too,  has  experienced  the  frustration  of  writing  in  the  wrong  direction.  Like  Miller,
Burnside was not afraid to ditch a manuscript that was nearly completed, recognizing it
as one that was—from the author’s perspective—clearly short of the mark. And like Miller
before him, Burnside’s decision was highly advantageous, as this short (second) missive is
reborn as an excellent piece of  writing.  With this volume, the directors of  Princeton
University Press’s Writers on Writers series have found the perfect combination in the
conjoining of Miller and Burnside, of past and present, writer and reader, American and
Scottish, novelist and poet. Burnside’s intention in writing on Miller is to write “not about
Miller, but after Miller,” or more specifically, to create “a Miller-like book” (x, Burnside’s
emphasis). By avoiding academic jargon, sticking to his own personal observations, freely
allowing himself to digress as desired—in a very Miller-like fashion—and then return to
the  theme  of  his chapter,  Burnside  eloquently  repaints  Miller-the-anarchist  in  a
refreshing light.
5  Anarchist is an appellation not unknown to Miller’s writing and varied philosophies. 1
Indeed, Miller himself embraced the title, although not fully accepting the responsibility
of being officially defined as an anarchist. When an interviewer asked Miller if he could
be referred to as an anarchist, he replied, “‘That’s exactly what I am. Have been all my
life. Without belonging, you know, subscribing’” (qtd. in Winslow 318). Subscribing to
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anarchism,  as  Miller  calls  it,  is  ironically  consenting  to  being  controlled  by  a  label;
Burnside, in his interpretation of Miller, is correct in noting that “what mystified Henry
Miller most […] is what mystifies any anarchist: Why is it that people so readily consent to
be governed?” (72). A commendable aspect of Burnside’s writing is that he does not dwell
on anarchy in Miller, neither does he attempt to place Miller in a defined anarchical
category. On the contrary, anarchy merely serves as a backdrop for the various elements
found in Miller’s underappreciated topical diversity. Burnside allows himself to run free
throughout Miller’s oeuvre and life, jumping from Miller’s year in Greece to his dismal
fifth marriage with a Japanese musician, Hoki Tokuda. Anarchism, then, does not serve as
a guiding structure for the text; instead, it floats in and out of focus as Burnside weaves
an engaging dialogue, at times purposefully ignoring Miller. 
6  One  interesting  aspect  of  Burnside’s  approach  connects  Miller  to  our  modern  day
environmental crisis. Burnside believes that authors must write for the present, in order
to encourage readers to make important choices for change. If a writer is not bringing the
focus of change to their readers, then the work is just fleeting entertainment (xxvi). In
regard to the environment, Burnside considers Miller to hold a variety of facets, brought
out  in  different  settings.  Specifically,  Burnside  draws attention to  a  little-considered
quality  of  Miller:  “he  could  be  a  master  nature  writer,  when  he  felt  the  occasion
demanded […], as in several passages of The Colossus of Maroussi, we catch glimpses of the
brilliant nature writer Miller might have become, had he chosen to pursue that path”
(128). While bringing up the likes of Emerson and Thoreau, Burnside draws significant,
and unexpected, comparisons between Miller and Rachel Carson (1907-1964),  a famed
American marine biologist,  known for  her  work Silent  Spring  (1962).  Miller’s  The  Air-
Conditioned  Nightmare (1945)  and  Carson’s  Silent  Spring deal  with  similar  thematic
problems,  Burnside  posits,  thus  demonstrating  Miller’s  “careful  and  disciplined
observation of the natural world” (126). Miller, not surprisingly, is seldom perceived as an
environmentalist; yet, the possibility of finding in Miller’s work concern for what has
become a commonplace dialogue in our daily life, encourages us to revisit Miller with a
different reading lens.
7  Miller might be astounded that such a book would be written by a British islander,
considering that Miller often had a troublesome relationship with the United Kingdom.
The feeling that arises after finishing Burnside’s little epistle is that Miller’s importance
and influence remains underappreciated, but available to all of us. Perhaps it is not so
much what Miller has to say, at times, but rather what he encourages us to do: to be an
anarchist by escaping the controls directing our everyday lives. Burnside’s work is an
extended rumination on how one author has affected another author, but it is also about
how Miller touches the individual. It is similar, in this sense, to Guillermo O’Joyce’s essay,
“Miller Time: On Henry Miller,” in which O’Joyce asserts: “Henry Miller is not a writer;
he’s a friend you turn to when your apartment walls close in on you and all the world
begins to stink” (O’Joyce 7). In a parallel strain, Burnside provides us even more reason to
read Miller: “Miller’s work […] is a perfect introduction to living (i.e., not-theoretical)
anarchism in daily life, partly because, in spite of his love of books, Miller wasn’t a book
anarchist” (86). It would be slightly misrepresentative of me to suggest that Burnside is
imploring us to go read Miller for the potential life-changing properties found within his
books—I do not believe this is Burnside’s intention. After all, Burnside is writing “after
Miller”; thus, he is writing in a fashion that strives to both demonstrate Miller’s impact
on his own life as a writer as well  as advance a stylistic element of Miller’s:  “I  have
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allowed myself the freedom to adopt a method that my subject himself often employs,
which is to talk about another writer or artist mostly as a means to reassess and think
about his own condition from a new and unexpected angle—which, at certain times in our
lives,  we all  do” (xxiv).  Perhaps the best testimony to Burnside’s efforts is that upon
finishing  On  Henry  Miller we  might  not  be  so  interested  in  pursuing  one  of  Miller’s
numerous books, but rather, seeking out one of John Burnside’s publications.
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